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Marketing of Art

The course aims to provide for  those working in the art world, a complete vision of the figure of the artist and 
the method for a correct approach to the art market. 
This method will be the result of the application a of some simple, universal rules of marketing.

Marketing is "the social and managerial process for understanding the needs and requirements through the 
creation and exchange of product and values. 
It is the art and science to identify, create and deliver value to the needs of a target market. 
The term"Target market " is not limited merely to define the concept of trading but should be understood as a 
set of aesthetic and cultural needs of an economic-financial company. The course will  provide the necessary 
information to identify the actors of the art, the different roles, needs and processes that govern the 
relationship.

The course is divided into 10 modules of 4 hours each. Each module is divided into two sections, theoretical 
and practical sections, on the “theoretical section” the student will discover the marketing principles to apply 
on the art scene, and  "practical part" in which the student will make series of interviews and  will analyze 
video-conferencing links of specific environments of the professional art markets.

Part 1: The scenario of art.

Part 2: The Role of Marketing in the art.

Part 3: The art market.

4th 5th 6th form: Principles and Marketing actions.

7 th Form: The figure of the artist.

8 th module: status and exploitation of resources.

9 th module: Public funding - Cash flow - Foundraising.

10 ° form: The cultural heritage legislation and the Municipal Code.

Video-conferencing or interviews:

The auction house and the market of contemporary art: Video interview with Specialist of Contemporary Art 
in an international auction house.
The art gallery: Video Interview with emerging galleries
Your Kunsthalle Museum: Video interview with the director of Kunsthalle
The role of information in the art world: Video interview with the director or an art magazine
Global - Local - Glocal: Video-interview with an Italian artist who lives and works abroad
Collecting: new patronage. Video interview with a collector of contemporary art
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BASE COURSE
Livelli: Basic
Duration: from 5 to 10 weeks
Schedule: 1 or 2 afternoons a week
Hours: 4 hours a lesson

The lessons are taught in Italian and/or in English language.
At the end of the course students will receive a certificate of attendance (diploma). 


